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From analysis of current state through
design, implementation and support,
Computacenter’s comprehensive security
service wrap, together with specific client
security readiness, cloud security readiness
and security infrastructure consolation
advisory services, accelerates your
best-of-breed Cisco transformation.
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picture to discover more.
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Assuring security,
compliance and control
across the network
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Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) delivers
unmatched visibility into who and what is
on the network. Cisco TrustSec provides
segmentation without network redesign,
while Cisco Stealthwatch accelerates threat
detection and response.
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Enabling secure anytime/anywhere
access for today’s users, Cisco AnyConnect
delivers visibility of device and user
behaviour, enforces policy and offers
best-in-class endpoint security. Cisco
Advanced Malware Protection (AMP)
for endpoints boosts protection –
preventing threats at point of entry.
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Cisco AnyConnect
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Advanced Malware Protection
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Securing users in
rapidly expanding
perimeter
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Cisco Stealthwatch is tuned to extract
the insights customers need: turning
the mass of security data into actionable,
contextual intelligence critical for
enterprise-wide protection. Like all
Cisco security products, this capability
is underpinned by the flow of threat
intelligence from the researchers,
data scientists, and engineers of
Cisco’s global Talos team.
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Turning threat
data into actionable
intelligence
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Assuring visibility of all workloads and
applications in public and private
multi-cloud environments, Cisco Tetration
works in tandem with the wider security
portfolio to deliver comprehensive
workload protection for multi-cloud Data
Centers. For securing cloud users, Cisco
Umbrella, the first secure internet gateway
in the cloud, defends against the latest
internet-based threats.
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Cisco Tetration
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Cisco Umbrella
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Securing workloads
and apps in multi-cloud
environments
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As attacks become more complex,
Cisco’s architectural approach enables
consolidation and/or integration of
multiple point products to accelerate
attack detection and remediation. Cisco
Threat Response automates integrations
across selected Cisco security products,
while Cisco pxGrid (Platform Exchange
Grid) enables multiple security products
to share data and work together.
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Cisco Threat Response
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Cisco pxGrid
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Consolidation to
reduce costs and
increase operational
effectiveness

Get in touch.
To find out how Computacenter can help your
organisation with your Cisco security requirement.
Email SecurityTeam@computacenter.com or visit
www.computacenter.com/uk/vendor-partnerships/cisco

